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About This Game

Homeless Simulator 2 is a homeless person simulator. Homeless persons are those who find themselves living on the streets
because of family conflicts, somebody’s fraud, loss of the job or health problems. They are those who need help. It is easy to

find yourself living on the streets, but it is practically impossible to get out of such a life without help. The scene of the game is
a small town in wintertime. The main task is to survive in those terrible conditions. You have to constantly monitor your body

temperature, your hunger and thirst levels, hide yourself from the wind, and find places where you can stay overnight.

Inventory: Tab
Interact: E
Sleep: N

Drag: LMB
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Title: Homeless Simulator 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 24 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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I played the levels in Polyball in a "cooperative" mode with a friend of mine who used to really enjoy Super Monkey Ball on the
Gamecube. The game seems to have around 60 "tracks," and for the most part you're just trying to navigate from point A to
point B.

First off, the pros. As a general rule, I liked the level design and graphical design of the title. In addition, the sound effects and
sense of momentum provide a certain immersion to the player.

At first things were pretty smooth sailing, as we gained a sense of competence with how the ball moves, how to use the camera,
and how to use jumps to both traverse and stabilize. Although there were some fairly brutal challenges, we were able to
complete about half of the levels. However, things soon slowed down to a crawl, and certain maps took me 20-30 minutes to
complete, if I could complete them at all. Eventually, I got to the point where the enjoyment and engagement of completing the
levels wasn't worth the effort that the game was asking of me.

Polyball seems to be at odds with itself. At the beginning of each level, the game gives you a par time. However, as you'll notice
above, I speak about it taking 20-30 minutes to complete a level at all. I completely ignored these par times, and actually find it
kind of insane that someone could attempt them at all. If the game were primarily about trying to create the best timed runs, it
might be nice to just make the maps such that you couldn't fail completely, but can only take very inefficient routes - just toning
down the difficulty.

In actuality, the game is a precision physics platformer, and it is very challenging. Since this is the case, it would be nice to have
some checkpoints somewhere in the levels, especially after completing especially difficult sections. I guess I feel that perhaps
Polyball can't have it's cake and eat it too. I think it should choose between being a "racing" game and a precision platformer.

My other issues with the title included a rough bout of motion sickness after a session of a few hours, and the complete lack of
any "cooperation" in the online co-op. I think the game should be tagged as "local" and "online" multi-player, because there is no
co-op functionality. In the co-op, you just attempt to complete the same course at the same time. Not only that, but you can
actually screw each other up with the ability to run into each other's "ball." Perhaps the developer could disable physical
interactions between the two balls, or display a level as completed once one player finishes it. Alternately, Studio Monolith
could develop specific co-op levels in which the two players needed each other to proceed.

Polyball looks and controls/feels pretty good, but the difficulty ramps quite steeply. Perhaps levels could be designed to teach
the specific skills necessary to complete later levels? The folks who playtested this game must have awe-inspiring hand/eye
coordination and motor control.
. achievements bug,end the game 0 achievement~:steamsad: but l like it. Well, just started playing it.
The controls were a bit strange to start... I couldn't figure out how to keep moving. I was holding the controller in the direction I
wanted to go... then finally discovered that you have to keep constantly pressing the direction you want to go when you start to
slow down on your board... which is a bit odd for a twin-stick game.

Then I can't figure out why sometimes I am getting hit by the lines going around the screen. I don't know what is setting them
off to be dangerous to the character. Most of the time they don't do anything but sometimes they hurt you and I'm not sure what
causes that.

Anyways, once you get the hang of those controls it is a decent game, since I only paid 92 cents, can't complain!. I liked it, the
patch 1.1 surely did address some issues I had initially.
Nice game for anyone who has some extra time to spare.
Levels are not long and the game is really fast paced.
No boring respawn timers, no long tutorials.
Just hop in and start space blasting.
Decent game for this price.
. It appears that I've spent six hours immersing myself in this story, and I don't regret a minute of it. Be careful reading reviews,
because you really don't want spoilers. The story is magnificently crafted, masterfully acted, and the detail and immersion are
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worthy of the preceding elements. I look forward to seeing Tequila Works' comedy title, and I hope more works like this are
created by other studios.
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Wtf man. More ppl buy this game please. Its really good novel story telling with terrible combat system.. Just beautiful interface
with nice animation. I don't see anything what can also make it outstanding..... Crashed 3 times...then finally ran...The movment
system is not clear. but got that in 2 mins...walked out a room to end of hall, then thats it!!!

zzzzzzzzzzzzz.. Blood Angels are red
Nurglings are fat
I tried to turn left
"Kroot can't do that". i can recomend this game... or i could recomend just using beepbox as it has more depth and is free, has
more pages a finer selection of sounds.

either way a good time killer or somthing just for fun :). Linden Labs are a bunch of thieves who can't even be bothered to
apologize for what basically amounts to a sham of a game to get a cash infusion. I will never pay for early access of ANY game,
nor will I ever support any future LL titles. This company might as well go back to Second Life and stay there.. You will not like
this game if:

If you understand nothing about basic market mechanisms and you have no intention to get into it.
If you don't like detailed and complex gameplay.
If you like winning after 20 minutes.
If you hate 2D games or oldies and you prefer AAA mind blowing games.
If you do not have time to think or plan ahead and instead you prefer straight forward gameplay.
If you are not afraid to play an old game that does not offer entertaining sea battles.

Patrician 3 is an interesting game that is surprisingly well balanced. In that sense it is not too hard to understand how the game
works but if you want to explore all the aspects of the game then yes you will find challenges.

E.g - not running your business to bankruptcy isn't hard. You buy for 1 you must sell for 2. However attaining the rank of
Patrician and becoming a local politician requires you to maximise profit, minimise cost, optimise trade routes, or utilise "auto-
trade" tool etc. Indeed You need to reach a certain level of wealth in order to explore the entire gameplay.

Review 8/10. The Bad Buddies have stolen the fish from your village, and it's your job as a former ninja to get revenge on the
man who gave your clan leader "an indigestion." Oh, and you'll be able to retrieve all the fish, too. Win-win.

SBB is a simple platformer that revolves around a chibi ninja that flails around in midair like Luigi, climbs walls like in Mega
Man X or Steamworld Dig, and swings around with a grappling hook similar to what is seen in Worms Armageddon and
Windforge. It also expects you to kill enemies directly with throwing weapons (primarily shurikens), though it's also possible to
lead them into spears, fire, and water, because no one knows how to swim. Once you become accustomed to the controls, you
should be able to move around quickly, but that's seldom the case. Enemies are spread around in a such a way that most cannot
be avoided, and they will chase you once you've been spotted. Attacking them from behind or at a distance (while off screen)
would presumably guarantee a kill, but sometimes they will instantly deflect the attack anyhow. Using the melee strike is
pointless, because it delays your ability to use a shuriken afterwards. This isn't the case with the enemies, who will spam melee
attacks and finish you off with a shuriken before you have a chance to recover. How they react is inconsistent, so playing
offensively (even in areas where you don't really have a better option) feels entirely luck-based, and that becomes frustrating. I
found it easier to intentionally let them spot and chase me to a large, open area where I could keep my distance and eventually
kill them with one of their own deflected weapons.

The dialogue suggests that English is a second language to the developers, but it works well here. It makes the characters sound
just as cute as they look. I doubt that was the intention, but I hope most of it remains in the finished product.

Missions allow the player to unlock new weapons and hats by taking out specific (or all) enemies, saving captives, and collecting
floating sushi. Each set of four missions requires you to move around in the same location and deal with the same enemies
(usually resulting in having to kill, or nearly all, of them) repeatedly. It would make sense to either offer all four objectives
within the same playthrough, or change around the obstacles and enemy placement to help keep things fresh, but none of them
require that much time to complete, so it's not really a major concern.

In its current state, I have mixed feelings about the game. It's charming in some of the best ways and irritating in some of the
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worst. There are a few bugs, but nothing gamebreaking, and the developers are still working on updates, so I'm going to be
optimistic for once in my life and type that it's worth checking out.. If you're a tabletop gamer\/RPer, I think you'll be a fan of
Zombie Orpheus in general. They are great satirists who lovingly depict our experiences. If you're not, but you enjoy the fantasy
genre, you can still get a real kick out of JourneyQuest.

Season One is a great introduction to the characters with an enjoyably overlapping narrative. It's funny and ludicrous while still
being smart and serious. It's well worth the watch.
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